Theorem.
If EER is p-measurable and p(E)>0, there exists a closed, bounded set E' ER with p(E') >0, such that E is not essentially contained in any finite union of translates of E'.
Proof. For every measurable set F £7? with p(F)>0 and for every real s>0 we define Let E be the given set. On account of (1) we may construct a sequence of positive integers {m(n)} such that the following two conditions are satisfied for all « = 1, 2, • • • :
We define the closed set A = R\ U U (2-Wf + (0, 2--<»>-"-i)).
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proof of a conjecture about measurable SETS
The open intervals 2-m<"'r + (0, 2-"'^-"-1),r = 0, ±1, ±2, • • • .shall be called the holes of order n of A; the images of these holes under the translation t-*t'+t are the holes of order n of t'+A. We now set
so that E' is closed and bounded, and
We claim that E is not essentially contained in any finite union of translates of A, let alone of E'. Assume, by contradiction, that E is essentially contained in 73 = UJ_i (t¡+A) for some positive integer k and some h, ■ • • , hER-From the definition of w(s; F) and from (3) it follows in particular that (4) «(2-»>+l; B) ^ »(2-~<*>+*; E) < 2~>k\
Let now I be any closed interval of length 2-m(*)+1; it contains at least one complete hole of order k of h+A ; this hole, being of length 2-m(k)-k-i > 2-">(*+i) (by condition (2)), contains at least Since / was an arbitrary interval of length 2_m(*)+1, we have w(2-m(*)+i. B) ^ p(H)/p(I) è 2-'*', and this is in contradiction to (4).
